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Activity 5 Worksheet 1:  The Language of Sports Product Reviews Answer Key 

 Being Objective  

 

Rewrite the following sentences to make the descriptions and recommendations 
more objective. Explain your answers. 

An example - from a phone review - has been done for you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) The colours are too bright. I would prefer black. 

The green, yellow and red colours are bright, although I would prefer black.   

Explanation: The range of colours is presented as positive (or neutral) but the  
reader can decide if they would prefer black too.         

 

(b) The fabric feels good although it makes you rather hot. 

The fabric feels soft and comfortable, although it may make you rather hot.   

Explanation: ‘Good’ doesn’t carry much meaning - better to say something more  
positive to offset the possibility of being hot. Using ‘may’ softens the criticism.  

 

(c) This shoe is made of mesh which is too weak to take hard wear. 

This shoe is made of mesh which is a breathable fabric but which may not be  
strong enough for hard wear.              

Explanation: Give the positive qualities of mesh before suggesting it mightn’t last.  
Again use modality rather than a definite negative.        

 

(d) Don’t buy this shoe if you want to train on hard roads. 

This shoe may not be durable enough for training on hard roads.     

Explanation: This sounds more neutral than starting with a negative ‘don’t.’    

 

(e) RunReady claim this shoe is more flexible than last year’s model but I think 
it’s too cushiony with so much gel in the sole. 

This new shoe from RunReady is certainly more flexible with its gel sole, but   
some runners might find it too soft.            

Explanation: ‘Claim’ sounds as though it may not be true, so just give the idea  
positively with the contrasting negative possibility after ‘but’.      

SENTENCE:  The ringtones are very boring so I had to download my own. 
 
REWRITTEN: The ringtones may not suit everyone but it is easy to download  
          your own. 
 
EXPLANATION: The negative comment (‘very boring’) has become more neutral 
(‘may not suit everyone’). I added but to contrast and a positive comment (‘easy to 
download your own’) to make the sentence more balanced. 


